Fractions with Tangrams

1 Apr - 6 min - Uploaded by mathverick A creative and innovative way to introduce fractions
using tangrams. First see what fractional. Tangrams are great manipulatives for exploring
concepts of halves, fourths, eighths, students with a unique way of learning whole and
equivalent fractions.
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Using the tangrams we talked about what fraction of one shape was to another. Such as the
small triangle being 1/4 of the large triangle and.Do your students love tangrams but are not so
crazy about fractions? Well this activity packet will bring some life and meaning to fractions
in a very visual and.Buy Fractions with Tangrams on theblackliberalboomer.com ? FREE
SHIPPING on qualified orders.Fractions - love them or hate them, they're part of life!! This
resource uses the Tangram shapes to explore fractions and equivalence in a fun.Students "get"
the concept of fractions more easily and permanently working with these tangram activities
hands-on blackline masters provide practice with.Find the fractional part each tangram piece is
of the whole (all 7 pieces). If the small triangles are worth 1, determine the value of the other
Tangram pieces.Tangram Fractions. • This activity could be expanded to use fractions larger
than 1, for example, by using the figure at the left to represent 2. 1. In this case the.This
involves finding out what fraction of the tangram square each piece is. Students then explore
whether there is a relationship between area and perimeter.She gives us lots of great resources
for putting together tangrams puzzles. By Joanne tangrams 2 Tangrams can also be used to
help understand fractions.The concept of fractions is comprehensible and permanent with
tangrams!.Includes answers and solutions, teacher notes and masters for tangrams. May also
be used with plastic tangrams (not included). Fractions with Tangrams.If blank, ask students to
share with you how they arrived at the fractional value for each tangram piece. Example:
Using the square from problem number 5 above.Lesson Title: Investigating Fractions Using
Tangrams. Date: April 30, Big Ideas. Quantity: Students explore fractional quantities by
identifying the fraction.Tangram Fractions. Overview: Students will analyze standard and
nonstandard tangrams to determine the fractional values of the pieces. Students will compare
.There are many effective hands-on models for fractions. Two of the most popular are
Cuisenare rods and pattern blocks. Tangrams are another effective model.Make a square with
all of your tangram pieces. If the square is considered 1 whole, what fraction of the whole is
each tangram piece? Fill in table 1. • Use what.Tangrams are a good tool for developing spatial
reasoning and for exploring fractions and a variety of geometric concepts, including size,
shape, congruence, .
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